I hope you and your families are all keeping well at these uncertain times. I
have put this sports, games and activity booklet together to try and keep you
entertained and participating in sports and activities over this period while the
scheme has unfortunately had to stop. When we return after this period you
will be updated with a new activity timetable, most sessions will be resuming as
normal, but there will be changes to a few sessions and some new sessions for
you to try out and participate in along with our Activ8-2-16 sports days in Plas
Madoc Leisure Centre.

This booklet contains a number of activities for you to have a go at over this
period including puzzles, games, challenges, arts and crafts and some new
home sports for you to try. Once you’ve
had a go at any of these activities
please let me know and tag Active
Wrexham in on our social media pages,
the links are below.

The most important thing is when trying any of these activities or when your going out to do your one hour of exercise each day that you remain safe and follow
the government guidelines in terms of social distancing and together we will all
get through this.
Tom Adams (Activ8-2-16 Coordinator)

Active Wrexham on Social Media
Look out for any updates and sporting challenges on our social media by following:
Twitter: @ActiveWrexham Facebook: Active Wrexham Instagram: activewrexham

Can you find all the words below in this Word search, Good Luck!
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Football

Boccia

Hockey

Rock Climbing

Tennis

Netball

Cricket

Bowling

Kinball

Swimming

1 = Orange
2 = Brown
3 = Red
4 = Pink
5 = Light Green
6 = Dark Green
7 = Yellow
8 = Light Blue

Can you spot all 8 differences in these two football scenes, Good Luck!

Use the pictures to help you fill in the missing sports, the
first letter of each sport has been given to you, Good Luck!

Can you guide the footballer through the football maze to
score a goal past the goalkeeper, Good Luck!

Colour in the Tennis Player, then cut out the jigsaw and have a go at
making the jigsaw after!

Can you find all the words in this word search above, however
this one is tougher than the first, Good Luck!

Activ8-2-16 are looking to make a new logo and T-Shirts, can you
design a new logo and T-Shirt for Activ8-2-16, make sure you send
in your entries to Tom and to the Active Wrexham Social Media

Old Logo

New Logo

Turn this page sideways and then design two of your own finger puppets on this page, then cut them out and use your very own Activ8-216 finger puppet creations!

Can you guide the Swimmer through the maze to help them
win the race and get their gold medal, Good Luck!

Can you spot all 10 differences in these two athletics scenes, Good Luck!

Credit to Sports Wales for these home games ideas, Sports Wales
have made these games free and available on the link below:
https://www.sport.wales/media-centre/latest-news/2020-04-21-sportwales-makes-education-resources-available-during-lockdown/

Equipment:
3 different colours or types of either:
Balls
Toy Cars
Lego / Blocks
Bean bags
Or anything which will roll!

Rules of the Game:


There will be two different teams with the same colour or shape objects.
You can add more teams if you have the equipment.



You will need the same number of these objects each. E.G. 6 Blue Cars, 6
Red Cars.



You will also need a ‘Jack’ which will be a different colour or shape. E.G.
White Car.



You win by getting the closest of the object to the ‘Jack’.



For example, if I'm using toy cars, I will roll out the ‘Jack’ Car, then I will roll
out my first Car. Then my opponent will roll out their car, keep taking it in
turns until all Cars have been rolled.



The winner will be the closest to the ‘Jack’, but if I have 2 cars closer to the
‘Jack’ than my opponent, that will be 2 - 0. You will play 6 ends in total.

Equipment:
Something to make a net:
String or Pillows
And a very light ball to play with:
A light Ball or beach ball
Or a Balloon would be the best
option as it would float for longer

Rules of the Game:


There will be two different teams on opposing sides of the net which can
be made from pillows, a washing line or some string.



Try to have the same number of players on each side of the net.



The objective is to try to get the balloon to hit the floor on the opposing
teams side of the net.



One rule is you have to stay sat on the floor at all times, unless you want
to play standing up.



Each team or player has 3 hits of the balloon before it has to go over the
net! Try to enough a pattern, E.G. Dig, Set then Smash!



First person or team to 7 points wins



The game can also be adapted to playing sitting Tennis, where you are
aloud one bounce per side but you only have one shot to get the balloon
over the net!

Toilet Tag
This game is like stuck in the mud.
The person who is on must hold an
object like a ball or a balloon.
If they tag anyone, they must get into
the toilet position which is shown. To
be freed, another person must sit on
the toilet and flush the toilet.

Bubble-gum
In this game you simply have to get
from one end of the area to the other
without getting tagged by the bubble
gum (Person holding the object).
If you get tagged, your feet are stuck
to floor, and you have to try and tag
others as they run past to get free.

Hide ‘n’ Seek / Hide the Prize
There will be a hider and a seeker.
The hider will choose to hide objects
around the house or you can hide
yourself.
The Seeker will count to a number
before going to find the hider or the
objects the hider has hid.

Equipment:
Anything you can make a target
out of, you could use:
Paper and pens or Chalk
Cups or mugs
Buckets or Baskets
Hula Hoops

Different Types of Target Games:
It’s important you be as creative and imaginative with these target
games as possible. Below are some examples I have thought of, let
me know what your ideas are!
You could do a Coin Toss where you have to flick coins off your
hands into a selection of cups or mugs which are spread around the
floor or room and get creative with the score system!
You could try to set up a distance challenge where you try to get a
tennis ball inside a bucket from different distances, each time you
get the ball in, you take a step back.
You could set up a coconut shy or fun fair game where you have to
hit down certain targets, you could use empty bottles and use bean
bags to throw at them.

Equipment:
You will need to create two
goals or one and take turns
A blindfold
A light ball which makes a noise
or a ball / balloon and put some
rice, peas or beans in there.

Rules of the Game:


You can play this with 2 goals or just one and take it in turns to go in goal.



The idea of the game is for the attacker to use there hands to roll the ball
or balloon past the opposing teams goalkeeper, however the goalkeeper
will be blindfolded!



This means the goalkeeper will have to listen to which way the ball or balloon is going to go into the net.



You win by scoring the most goals past the opposition team.



This could be done in a penalty shootout format where you take it in turns
to take shots at the keeper or in a game format if you have two goals.



Living room sofas could be a goal for example, just watch the windows!



A blindfold can be made from anything like a hat, a scarf or a tie, be creative with this and again show me your efforts!

I hope you enjoy doing all the activities in the Activ8-2-16 booklet. The
most important thing is that you stay safe during this period and we
will get through it together.
Once you have done an activity in here, please contact Tom, the Activ8
-2-16 Coordinator and share with Active Wrexham on our Social Media
Pages.
Also please follow Active Wrexham to see the challenges we have
come up with and please get involved with them too!
Stay Home, Stay Safe from everyone at Activ8-2-16.

Twitter: @ActiveWrexham
Facebook: Active Wrexham
Instagram: activewrexham

